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AN OVERVIEW

The Environmental Design Research Association, Inc. acts as an umbrella for many individuals or groups engaged in environmental design research by providing, with its annual conferences, a forum at which researchers can interact. EDRA 5, the fifth annual conference, took place 30 May-1 Jun 1974 at the School of Architecture of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. EDRA 5 was developed on the general theme of research on Man-Environment Interactions and investigators were invited to describe the state of the art in their subject area. There were five subthemes: 1) Human Ecology, 2) Limited Resources and Economic Stability, 3) Human Health and Life Change, 4) The Permanent Centralizing Environments, and 5) The Gentle Nomadic Environments. From these subthemes grew 20 major research topics of which 12 are covered by these six volumes.

The papers in these six volumes are short of a completely definitive or final statement on Man-Environment Interactions. They are the research of only 146 investigators, exhorted and cajoled by 12 editors, selected from nearly 250 contributors to the 20 seminar/workshops at EDRA 5. The papers, however, cover quite well the state of the art in environmental design research for 1974. The collection presents 12 research subjects that treat a great breadth of matter. In its breadth lay its value.

In reports on the state of an art variability is normal, especially for a nascent field searching for structure. No attempt was made to change an author's style, a variability perhaps more refreshing than damaging. Other sources are more important. Treatment of each research area does not penetrate to the same depth or reach the same frontier; some are in need of more work. This situation indicates rich opportunities for new researchers. Another source is interactions of problem and method. In some cases a method is too sophisticated for the problem; in others the problem is too complex for the method. The matching in very many cases is felicitous. Mismatching of method to problem provides opportunities for methodologists to help researchers put their efforts to better use. Withal, the careful reader will find primarily a misplaced emphasis, an occasional lapse or some honest error. It is right that honest errors, like good intentions, can pave misleading roads, but EDRA has built the accumulated beginnings to insure that reasonable precision is preserved at no expense to the spontaneity so necessary for difficult research.

Contributors and editors alike were serious, diligent and professional. For their efforts, the general editor is indebted and appreciative.

These writings cannot be left without advising the instructor that they may be used to advantage in many courses on man-environment studies.

Daniel H. Carson
Milwaukee, 1974

COVER DESIGN: Headlands at Big Sur, California and "Joseki" in GO. GO is an ancient Oriental game with an integrated collection of encounters through which each player attempts to secure the larger territory. The stones placed in opening moves are called "Joseki." Each of the covers illustrates a standard opening. But some openings show more aggressive or auspicious attacks than others.
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